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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
Moore Stephens LLP conducted the financial audit of ‘Haiti: Scaling up the Response’ (Project ID 
00061483 and Output 0077895) (the project), directly implemented by UNDP Haiti (‘the Office’) for 
the year ended 31 December 2015. The audit was undertaken on behalf of UNDP, Office of Audit and 
Investigations (OAI).  

We have issued audit opinions as summarised in the table below and as detailed in the next section: 

Statement of Expenditure Unqualified 

Statement of Fixed Assets  Unqualified 

Statement of Cash Position Not applicable 

 
We have not raised any findings as a result of our audit. 
 

This project was audited in the prior year as part of an audit of two Global Fund funded projects 
implemented by UNDP Haiti. This audit was carried out by UNDP OAI (report number 1456) and 
covered the period 1 October 2013 to 31 December 2014. The implementation status of the 
recommendations made in this report is as follows: 

 

No. Title Summary of 
observation 

Summary of 
recommendation 

Recommendation 
implemented? 

1 Long standing 
cash advances 

Shortcomings in this 
area if not addressed 
increase the risks of 
booking ineligible 
expenditure, no-
recovery of funds 
from sub-recipients 
and the Global Fund 
asking for funds to 
be reimbursed. 

The Office should comply 
with the policy for granting 
cash advances. 

We verified that the 
recommendations were 
implemented. Our audit did 
not uncover further instances 
of this observation. 

2 Lack of 
adherence to 
financial closure 
deadline 

The year-end closure 
deadline of 6 
February 2015 to 
record expenses was 
not adhered to. 

Financial management 
should be improved by a) 
adhering to the closure 
deadline b) speeding up 
the process of validating 
expenses c) ensuring that 
sub-recipients adhere to 
deadlines for submitting 
supporting documentation 

We verified that 
recommendation a) was 
implemented.  

Regarding recommendation 
b) a low priority finding was 
raised concerning 
expenditure relating to 2014 
expensed in 2015. 

Regarding recommendation 
c) a low priority finding was 
raised concerning  financial 
weaknesses in drug 
purchase and management, 
due in part to the slow 
delivery of documents from  
a project partner. 

We consider the 
recommendations made in 
the prior year report to be 
partially implemented. 
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Partner 
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THE AUDIT ENGAGEMENT 

 

Audit Objectives and Scope 

The objective of the financial audit was to express an opinion on the DIM project’s financial 
statements

 
which include: 

 
 Expressing an opinion on whether the financial expenses incurred by the project between 1 

January and 31 December 2015 and the funds utilization as at 31 December 2015 are fairly 
presented in accordance with UNDP accounting policies and that the expenses incurred were: (i) 
in conformity with the approved project budgets; (ii) for the approved purposes of the project; (iii) 
in compliance with the relevant regulations and rules, policies and procedures of UNDP; and (iv) 
supported by properly approved vouchers and other supporting documents.  
 

 Expressing an opinion on whether the statement of fixed assets presents fairly the balance of 
assets of the UNDP project as at 31 December 2015. This statement must include all assets 
available as at 31 December 2015 and not only those purchased in a given period. Where a DIM 
project does not have any assets or equipment, it will not be necessary to express such an 
opinion. 

 

 Expressing an opinion on whether the statement of cash held by the project presents fairly the 
cash and bank balance of UNDP project as at 31 December 2015.  

 
The scope of the audit relates only to transactions concluded and recorded against the UNDP DIM 
project between 1 January and 31 December 2015. The scope of the audit did not include: 
 

 Activities and expenses incurred or undertaken at the level of “responsible parties”, unless the 
inclusion of these expenses is specifically required in the request for proposal; and 
 

 Expenses processed and approved in locations outside the country such as UNDP Regional 
Centres and UNDP Headquarters and where the supporting documentation is not retained at the 
level of the UNDP country office.  
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AUDIT OPINIONS 

Independent Auditor’s Report to UNDP – Haiti: Scaling up the Response 

Statement of Expenditure 

Unqualified Opinion 

We have audited the accompanying Combined Delivery Report (CDR) and Funds Utilization 
statement totalling $ 12,705,262.53 (“the statement”) of the UNDP project 00061483 ‘Haiti: Scaling up 
the Response’ for the period from 1 January to 31 December 2015. CDR expenditure totalling $ 
6,356,595.57, comprising of government expenditure of $ 6,141,221.66 and expenditure not 
processed or approved by UNDP Country Office* of $ 215,373.91, was not within the scope of our 
audit. 

Management is responsible for the preparation of the statement for the Haiti: Scaling up the 
Response and for such internal control as management determines is necessary to enable the 
preparation of a statement that is free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.  

Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the statement based on our audit. We conducted our 
audit in accordance with International Standards on Auditing. Those standards require that we comply 
with ethical requirements and plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about 
whether the statement is free from material misstatement.  

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures 
in the statement. The procedures selected depend on the auditor’s judgment, including the 
assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the statement, whether due to fraud or error. In 
making those risk assessments, the auditor considers internal control relevant to the project’s 
preparation of the statement in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the 
circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the project’s 
internal control. An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies used 
and the reasonableness of accounting estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the 
presentation of the statement. 

We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis 
for our audit opinion. 

Unqualified Opinion 

In our opinion, the attached CDR and Funds Utilization statement presents fairly, in all material 
respects, the expenses of $ 6,348,666.96 incurred by the project Haiti: Scaling up the Response for 
the period 1 January to 31 December 2015 in accordance with UNDP accounting policies and were i) 
in conformity with the approved budget; (ii) for the approved purposes of the project; (iii) in 
compliance with the relevant regulations and rules, policies and procedures of UNDP; and (iv) 
supported by properly approved vouchers and other supporting documents 

 
Mark Henderson 
Partner 
 
Moore Stephens LLP 
150 Aldersgate Street 
London EC1A 4AB 
 
9 August 2016 
 
* This expenditure was incurred at HQ level and largely consisted of international payroll, equipment, 
drugs, depreciation and medical products.   
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Independent Auditor’s Report to UNDP – Haiti: Scaling up the Response 

Statement of Assets and Equipment 

Unqualified Opinion 

 

We have audited the accompanying Statement of Fixed Assets (‘the statement’) prepared for the 
UNDP project 00061483 ‘Haiti: Scaling up the Response’ as at 31 December 2015. 

Management is responsible for the preparation of the statement and for such internal control as 
management determines is necessary to enable the preparation of a statement that is free from 
material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.  

Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the statement based on our audit. We conducted our 
audit in accordance with International Standards on Auditing. Those standards require that we comply 
with ethical requirements and plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about 
whether the statement is free from material misstatement.  

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures 
in the statement. The procedures selected depend on the auditor’s judgment, including the 
assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the statement, whether due to fraud or error. In 
making those risk assessments, the auditor considers internal control relevant to the project’s 
preparation of the schedule in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the 
circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the project’s 
internal control. An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies used 
and the reasonableness of accounting estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the 
presentation of the statement. 

We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis 
for our audit opinion. 

Unqualified Opinion 

In our opinion, the attached Statement of Assets presents fairly, in all material respects, the balance 
of inventory of the UNDP project 00061483 ‘Haiti: Scaling up the Response’ amounting in total to $ 
160,778.42 as at 31 December 2015 in accordance with UNDP accounting policies.  

 
Mark Henderson 
Partner 
 
Moore Stephens LLP 
150 Aldersgate Street 
London EC1A 4AB 
 
9 August 2016  
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Independent Auditor’s Report to UNDP - Haiti: Scaling up the Response 

Statement of Cash Position 

 
We noted that the UNDP project ‘Haiti: Scaling up the Response’ did not have a dedicated bank 
account for DIM project activities subject to audit and accordingly a Statement of Cash Position was 
not produced.  
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MANAGEMENT LETTER 
 
We have not raised any findings as a result of our audit. 

 

 
 

 
 
Mark Henderson 
Partner 
 
Moore Stephens LLP 
150 Aldersgate Street 
London EC1A 4AB 
 
9 August 2016 
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Annex 2: Statement of Assets and Equipment 
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Annex 3: Audit finding priority ratings 

 
The following categories of priorities are used:  
 

High 
(Critical) 

Action is considered imperative to ensure that UNDP is not exposed to high risks. 
Failure to take action could result in major consequences and issues. 

Medium 

(Important) 

Action is considered necessary to avoid exposure to significant risks. Failure to take 
action could result in significant consequences. 

Low Action is considered desirable and should result in enhanced control or better value for 
money. Low priority recommendations, if any, are dealt with by the Auditors directly with 
the Office management, during the exit meeting and through a separate memo 
subsequent to the fieldwork. Therefore, low priority recommendations are not 
included in the audit report. 
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